
Don’t Despair! 
by Ray Kershaw 
 
Said Blue, trailing 5-away to 2-away in Position 1, “If I miss this shot, I will lose 
a gammon and the match.  So I double which costs me nothing if I lose but 
gives me an extra point if I hit and win.” 
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Position 1:  Match where Blue needs 5 points and Black needs 2 points.  

Blue on roll 
Correct cube action:  No double / take 

Blue’s match winning chance:  No double:  10.85%  Double/take:  6.57% 
 
This is known as a desperation double and in Position 1 it is wrong for two 
reasons. 
 
Firstly, a necessary (though not sufficient) condition for doubling is that you 
can lose your market.  This means your opponent will take if you double now 
but there is at least one sequence of your roll followed by his roll after which 
your opponent will pass. 
 
However in Position 1 Black will take even after he is hit.  Black wins over 
60% of the time after he has been hit and, when Black needs 2 points, this is 
much more than he requires, however many points Blue needs: 
 



Table A:  Black’s take points 
Points needed by Blue, 

the trailer 
Winning chance required by Black, 

the leader needing two points, to take a double 

2 32.31% 
3 26.13% 
4 19.80% 
5 17.35% 
6 22.59% 

7 or more 21% to 22% 

 
Secondly, another necessary condition for doubling is that it makes you better 
off.  In Position 1, doubling makes Blue worse off.  The minor reason is that 
Blue can miss his shot but still save the gammon, either by racing or by hitting 
a later shot.  But saving the gammon is worthless if the cube has been turned. 
 
The major reason is that Blue is an underdog, even if he hits, because Black 
has ten checkers off.  After Blue hits, his double converts more one point 
losses to two point losses than one point wins to two point wins.  And losing 
an extra point always costs more than the gain from winning an extra point, as 
illustrated in Table B when the current score is Blue needs 5, Black needs 2. 
 
Table B:  Blue’s gains and losses when Blue needs 5, Black needs 2 

Blue wins one extra point  Blue loses one extra point 
Score MWC  Score MWC 

Blue needs 3, Black 
needs 2  

40.10%  Blue needs 5, Black needs 1, 
Crawford 

15.81% 

Blue needs 4, Black 
needs 2 

33.14%  Blue needs 5, Black needs 0 0.00% 

Gain 6.96%  Loss 15.81% 

MWC = Blue’s Match winning chance 
 
Table C gives a rough indication of the effects of offering a desperation double 
in Position 1.  In 36 games, Blue gains an extra point in 6 games but loses an 
extra point in 14 games. 



Table C:  Effects of double / take in Position 1 
Sequence Effects of double / take 

Games out 
of 36 

Blue’s gains and losses 

Blue hits (11 rolls out of 36) ...   
... and wins a single 4 ▲ Blue wins an extra 

point 
... but loses a single 7 ▼ Blue loses an extra 

point 
   
Blue misses (25 rolls out of 36) ...   
... but wins a single after a 

subsequent hit 
2 ▲ Blue wins an extra 

point 
... and loses a single, 

sometimes even after a 
subsequent hit 

7 ▼ Blue loses an extra 
point 

... and loses a gammon or 
backgammon 

16 ▬ No effect 

 
There are correct desperation doubles when Blue has a single shot but they 
will, I think, rarely arise.  This is why: 

 For Blue to lose his market after he hits a single shot, Black must 
have few checkers borne off, as in Position 2 below. 

 But if Black has few checkers off, Blue is likely, after a miss, to be 
able to save the gammon either by racing or hitting a later shot.  In 
Position 2, Black’s winning chances after being hit are only about 12% 
but Blue should not double, however many points he needs. 
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Position 2:  Match where Blue needs 5 points and Black needs 2 points.  

Blue on roll 
Correct cube action:  No double / take 

Blue’s match winning chance:  No double:  17.92%  Double/take:  12.80% 
 

In 1982 Kent Goulding constructed the rather improbable Position 3 and his 
conclusion that it is a correct desperation double with a single shot has stood 
the test of time.  (And it is a correct double, however many points Blue needs,) 
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Position 3:  Match where Blue needs 5 points and Black needs 2 points.  

Blue on roll 
Correct cube action:  Double / take 

Blue’s match winning chance:  No double:  10.69%  Double/take:  11.31% 
 

Let’s confirm that Position 3 meets the conditions for a correct desperation 
double: 

 Since Black has only two checkers off, Blue will obviously lose his 
market if he does not double and then hits.  Black wins about 13% of 
the time after being hit. 

 If Blue misses, he will very likely lose a gammon.  He is way behind in 
the race to save the gammon and he will have very few subsequent 
hits.   

 If Blue doubles and then hits, he has many more single wins than 
single losses. 

 
Conclusion 
 
There may be correct desperation doubles when you have a single shot but it 
is very unlikely that you have encountered one in actual play.  It’s best not to 
be tempted and to adopt a policy of Don’t Despair!  
 
______________________________________________________________ 
 



Tables A and B are derived from the Rockwell-Kazaross Match Equity Table.  
 
Correct cube actions and match winning chances in Positions 1 to 3 are from 
1,296 XG2 rollouts with variance reduction, moves 3-ply and cube decisions 
XG Roller. 
 
Kent Goulding’s position from Backgammon Galore! 
http://www.bkgm.com/articles/Goulding/MatchPlayCube-
GettingGammonedTurnTheCube/index.html 
 
Thanks to Peter Bennet for his helpful comments. 
 
Raymond Kershaw lives in London, England and is the author of 
“Backgammon Funfair”, which you can read about here: 
 www.backgammonfunfair.com.   This is his fourth strategy article for the 
UKBGF.  He also has written one for the USBGF. 
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